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Abstract

This thesis is made in cooperation with the Swedish Defense Research
Agency (FOI) and the Swedish Defense Material Administration (FMV). Part
of the report is classified and is only published in a classified appendix.

The purpose of the thesis was to study the influence on RCS (Radar-Cross-
Section) due to permanent deformation on ships hulls made of metal. The
deformation studied is occurring on the plating between the web and the
longitudinals, commonly called “starved horse pattern” (see cover picture!).

A comparison was made between a metal and an ideal flat composite-
structure.

Method

Measurements, using a line laser device, were made on several different kinds
of ships with the aim to map “real” deformations. The sample gathering was

performed with help of a
rappelling device. Then the
samples were corrected for
alignment errors and, by, using
Cubic splines, the samples were
model to fit the actual
deformations.

Two different 3D computer models were then created: One ideal flat,
representing the composite structure, and one made up of several deformed
subpanels, representing the metal hull.
RCS calculations were then made, using physical optics (PO) and Physical
Theory of Diffraction (PTD), to compute and compare the two panel types
against each other.

Results

Most of the result is published in the classified appendix, but it can be said
that the radar-transmission is greatly effected by the deformations. Quite
astonishing behavior, by the RCS, are observed and presented in the thesis.

Key-words
RCS, Radar cross section, Starved horse pattern, stealth, signature management, PO, Physical
optics, radarmålarea, LO, Diffraction, Maxwell’s equations, Green’s method, GO,
Geometrical Optics, PTD, Physical theory of diffraction, Cubic splines, Hermite interpolation

Line laser device
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Abbreviations

AGC Automatic Gain Control
ASM Air-to-Surface Missile
DLI Day Light Indicator (Radarscreen)
DNV Det Norske Veritas
FMV Försvarets Materielverk, The Swedish Defense Material 

Administration
FOI Försvarets Forskningsinstitut, The Swedish Defense Research 

Agency
FSS Frequency Selective Structure
HSC High-Speed Craft
HSS High-Speed Ship
IR Infra-Red
LASER Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
LO Low Observable
PA Phased Array
PPI Plane Polar Indicator (Radarscreen)
RCS Radar Cross Section
RADAR RAdio Detection And Ranging
SSM Surface-to-Surface Missile
TWT Traveling Wave Tube
GO Geometric Optics
GTD Geometric Theory of Diffraction
MOM Method of Moments (MOM or MM)
PO Physical Optics
PTD Physical Theory of Diffraction
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Introduction

Background

The Swedish Defense Research Agency (FOI) and the Swedish Defense
Material Administration (FMV) has since the sixties studied the influence on
a vessels Radar-Cross-Section, RCS, due to different geometries, materials
and absorbents. This was made long before the word “stealth” even came into
common use.

In the modern battlefield today, stealth-design is often considered crucial to
the survival for a platform (i.e. ship, airplane or combat vehicle). It is not only
important in order to avoid detection, but it also increase the platforms
efficiency of the own sensors and jamming devices.

Stealth-design in this report is strictly referred to as design to avoid or
reduce the radar detection probability by minimizing the RCS.

It is important bear in mind that stealth also includes the frequencies above
and below the radar-band. This means that the platforms has to be designed to
avoid detection by infra-red (IR) sensors, acoustic sensors or even optical
methods on, under and above the surface as illustrated in the picture below.

Figure 1: The signature wall
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Another benefit from stealth design in the radar band is that active jamming
of enemy weapons and sensors can be made easier since the output effect,
required from the jammer, can be reduced.

A question that has been debated in the stealth-community is whether a
composite hull is better than a metal hull in a RCS sense. If it is better, how
much better is it?

A metal hull will, over time, be deformed permanently due to the heavy
dynamic pressures arising from impacts in heavy seas or the deformation
occurs due to varying load-cases. This causes the plating between the
longitudinal stiffeners and the web to permanently deform.

This deformation will cause an effect on the RCS, no doubt about it. The
question is in what way and how much. Even when new, a steel hull is often
buckled due to the heat expansion of the plating induced from the welding.

The results of the thesis can be used in decision-making regarding the
material choice in future design studies..

Figure 2: Two of the conceptual designs in the YS-NY study
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Aim of the thesis

The thesis is set up to determine the effect on the RCS between a composite
and a metal hull. The two different hulls are modeled and tested with
commercial RCS software, OPTISCAT.

A method to describe the deformations between the spacing of longitudinal
stiffeners and webbing will be established.
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Basic radar principles

Radar – history

[Ref 14 ]
RADAR -RAdio Detection And Ranging – was invented during the Second
World War (WWII). In the beginning radars were very large installations
based stationary on land, but were rapidly further developed to fit into
different combat platforms such as ships and airplanes.

The principle, which radar is working by, was discovered much earlier than
WWII. As early as 1896 Mr. Heinrich Hertz experimented with Maxwell’s
theories. He discovered and demonstrated the similarity between radio- and
light waves. Hertz showed that radio-waves reflect onto metallic or dielectric
bodies.

In 1903 the German Engineer, Hülsmeyer, experimented with radio-waves
that were reflected onto the hull of a ship. He succeeded in making a device
called “the obstacle detector” or the “ships navigation apparatus” that he, in
1904, patented in several countries.

The famous Marconi himself experimented with the basic theories, but his
goal was to be able to achieve wireless transfer of energy, wireless, over great
distances. The phenomena that were supposed to be used is called
“tropospheric scatter”. These scatters reflect short wavelengths of radio
waves beyond the horizon.
Several followers developed the techniques even further, to mention some of
them A.H. Taylor, L.C. Young, Breit, Tuve and L.A. Hyland.

At first Continuous Wave (CW) Radar was used. As technology proceeded
the pulsed Doppler Radars started to be used. These latter devices increased
the range over which the equipment could be used.

Today the size the transmitter/receiver of surveillance radar for a fighter
aircraft can be made to fit in a palm. One example is the Swedish PS-05
(Pulse Doppler) radar for the Swedish Air force fighter-attack and
reconnaissance aircraft, JAS 39 Griffin. The possibility with so called solid
state technology has opened for these small devices to be manufactured.
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Figure 3: Spy-1 PA-radar on a Ticonderoga-Class Cruiser

There are several other interesting technologies on the market today; one of
them is the Phased-Array (PA) technology. Traditionally a rotating antenna
has been used to scan the surrounding and update the picture on the PPI or
DLI. With a PA-radar the beam can be electronically controlled without
actually rotating the antenna.
The Spy-1 radar is currently used on the American Ticonderoga-Class
(Cruiser) and on the Arleigh Burke-Class (Destroyer) of the US-Navy.
The backside to the technique is the extremely high cost.
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Basic radar theory

[Ref 14]
Radar is working by sending and receiving microwaves. The microwaves can
be generated by different devices such as the Traveling Wave Tube (TWT),
the magnetron or via solid state technology. The pulses (there are Continuous
Wave methods to (CW)) are sent out repeatedly at a time called Pulse
Repetition Time (PRT in the figure below). The length of the pulse is called
Pulse Width (PW), the longer the PW, the more energy is being transmitted
and that results in more reflected energy. It could be simplified by saying that
the range detectable by the radar increases with increasing PW.
The backside to this is that the resolution in range suffers a great deal.

The pulse is sent out by some sort of antenna. The reflected energy can be
picked up by another antenna. Usually the pulse is sent out and picked up by
the same unit. This is called a monostatic radar station and the unit is
generally described as a transmitter/receiver, T/R-unit (also Tx/Rx-unit).
The polarization of the transmitted wave can be manipulated to be polarized
in different ways. This is useful to suppress i.e. rain clutter.

Figure 4: Description of a signal from a pulsed radar [Ref 15]

The signal received will undergo several steps of filtering and amplification.
These different steps can be manipulated to be able to present a clear picture
on the PPI/DLI.
It is however easy to, by mistake, filter away useful information. This
possibility can be used by enemy Electronic Warfare (EW) units, to for
instance camouflage own combat units in the noise of jammers.
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The radar equation
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Parameters of the above stated equation

Pr            =     Received power in watts
Pt = Transmitting power in watts
Gt = Gain of the transmitting antenna in the direction of the target
Lt = Numerical factor to account for losses in the transmitting system
Lr = A similar factor for the receiving system
rt = Range between the transmitting antenna and the target
s = Radar Cross Section
Lmt, Lmr = Numerical factors that account for the losses in the  propagating 

medium.
r = Range between the target and the receiving antenna
Gr = Gain of the receiving antenna in the direction of the target
l0 = Radar wavelength
Lp = Numerical factor to account for polarization losses.

The radar equation is often extremely simplified into the below stated
equation

2

cT
rt = (2)

rt = Maximum range, c = Speed of light, T = Period

Note that when mentioning range of a radar pulse, the size of the target must
be taken in consideration. The size of the object is the earlier mentioned RCS,
denoted s [m2]. The unit m2 has rarely anything in common with the cross
section of the target.
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The resolution in range is dependent of the pulse width, PW, as shown below.
A very long pulse transmits more energy and therefore it reaches further
away, but the backside is reduction in range resolution.

The width of the lobe is important for the resolution in azimuth and elevation.

Resolution in range

rangeinresolutionr __ =
2
PWc ⋅

 [m] (3)

Resolution in azimuth or elevation

rr elevazinresolution 360
2

/__

p
u= [m]           (_ in degrees) (4)

Band* Frequency  [GHz] Wavelength    [cm]

P 0,3-1 100-30
L 1-2 30-15
S 2-4 15-7,5
C 4-8 7,5-3,75
X 8-12 3,75-2,5

Ku 12-18 2,5-1,7
K 18-27 1,7-1,1
Ka 27-40 1,1-0,75

Table 1: Radar bands, Frequency and Wavelength

 In the nineties experiments started with a so called millimeter wavelength radar. This radar
is working above the 40 GHz frequency.
*Note that these are the old radar bands. The NATO equivalents are not presented.
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Old technology threatening LO

Old technology with extremely low frequencies working below 2 GHz is a
potential threat to LO-platforms. Examples of such radars are the Iraqi “Tiger
song” and the Chinese “Nantsin”-radars. Several Russian radars as “Bar lock”
and “Spoon rest” are also working in these frequency bands.
Some of these stations are based on ships i.e. the Russian Kirov-class has a
Top Steer (Top Plate on the Lazarev) [Ref 5].

With modern technology and add-on fittings these radars are a potential threat
to LO-design. The backside is that they are very large installations that are
difficult to hide or camouflage. It is also difficult for a state to keep these
frequencies clear from other disturbing transmissions since the UHF-bands
often are occupied by civilian traffic such as radio and/or television.
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Stealth and common misunderstandings

RCS is closely related to the actual size of the object

Size and RCS are not necessarily related to each other as a matter of fact the
mostly are not. Radar detection is a binary function – either you are spotted or
you aren’t. The size of the object is of course importance for the detection
probability if the geometry is the same apart from being scaled.

A large plate will, if the radar reflection is being picked up by the
transmitter, of course generate a larger echo than a small plate. Though the
size of the object is important, the shape of the object is much more
important. If the shape of the object is carefully designed a large object might
never be detected by radar, since the energy is being deflected away in a
harmless direction. A case where RCS is related to the actual size of the
object is the sphere, where the cross section of the sphere is exactly the same
as for the RCS of the same.

Another reason to keep the size of the object small is that a big target is,
using traditional design, built up by lots of different surfaces. These, often
different angled, surfaces will tend to increase the targets RCS. Joints
between plating etc. will cooperate to increase the RCS of the object.

Stealth makes the target invisible

A small amount of energy is almost always reflected back to the transmitting
unit. This energy may however be very low. A Radar usually has a threshold
that is adjustable. If the energy reflected back to the transmitter is below the
threshold level it will not be displayed on the screen (PPI or DLI).

The threshold can be altered by different actions taken by the operator. If
for instance rain or sea clutter is disturbing the picture the operator can
increase or decrease the gain, or altering the threshold level, in order to
suppress the noise.
This can be used to conceal a LO-object. If, for instance, a broadband
jamming device is being used to increase the general noise level, it can easier
conceal a LO-object, without using too much jamming output – and therefore
avoid alerting the enemy.
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Figure 5: Threshold level and detectable echoes

The picture above is not entirely true. Modern radar often incorporates a
function called AGC, Automatic Gain Control. This means that the threshold
level is automatically adjusted to the current background noise level. The
picture is merely used to illustrate the principle.

Low RCS decreases detection range

This is true. The dependence is illustrated by the formula below. Note that the
illustration of the formula used below is a general case. The range also
depends on type of background noise and the level of that noise.

4* sconstRMax = (5)
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Figure 6: The relation between RCS and detection range
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RAM must always be added to make a platform LO

[Ref 10]
RAM is often very expensive and is usually designed to work in a specific
frequency span. It is difficult to find cheap broadband RAM that has high
absorption factors. It must be said that there are cheap alternatives, but these
are often suffering from one of two drawbacks: they are either narrowband in
their absorption - or they have rather poor absorption overall (but are
broadband).

The broadband RAM that exists today is built up by several layers
consisting of different materials, requiring very tight tolerances in dimensions
and material properties.

Only relying in RAM can make a design obsolete if the signal source happens
to change frequency to, let’s say, a lower frequency than the RAM is
designed for. Many RAM-materials are thickness-frequency dependent. The
layers used are designed for a lowest frequency. If this frequency is being
changed to an even lower frequency the RAM is obsolete.

The best way to construct a platform with stealth features is to try to reflect
the incoming radiation at another, harmless, direction. This method is less
sensitive to frequency changes from the enemy radar station.

Figure 7: Basic theory of deflecting energy away from the transmitter

It is not always easy to achieve a perfect design but first when all has been
done to minimize the RCS, then at first it can be interesting to fix the bad
parts in the design using RAM. There will always be some parts that of some
reason needs to be “fixed”.

RAM can sometimes be sensitive to force, heat, dirt and pollution on the
surface, causing reduction in absorption efficiency.
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Basic Radar-Cross-Section (RCS)

RCS design concepts
[Ref 9]
In the conceptual phase when building a platform it is important to study the
RCS. One method is to build a scale model of the platform and perform
measurements in scale frequency. This is, however, expensive and time
consuming. A better approach is to build a model of the platform in the
computer and then evaluate it in a RCS-software (i.e. OPTISCAT).

The output from these programs will show how well a model is responding.
It is important to bear in mind the limitations of the different programs.

First of all it is important to determine the user conditions for the platform.
Witch frequency-span do you want to optimize it for? In witch direction is
your threat coming from?

According to this it is good to know some basic design principles such as

• Avoid straight angles
• Keep lines parallel
• Conceal weapons bays within the hull

A good first concept will reduce the cost of having to add on radar absorbent
materials (RAM) that can be very expensive.

Figure 8: Desired RCS response (blue area), unwanted RCS response (red area)

The illustration above shows a peak (blue area) versus a wide angle
backscatter (red area). It is preferable to have a design correspond to a peak
backscatter since the peak can be made to reflect its energy away from the
threat. A wide angle response, however, is much more difficult to avoid
reflecting back unwanted energy to the transmitting enemy station.

Reflected
effect

Angle
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Figure 9: The real response from a reference plate

The picture above shows the RCS from a 10 x 10 meters plate at 0° elevation
and 0° azimuth at 10 GHz. The picture showing the peak versus the wide
angle response is merely an illustration of the principle.

A larger plate will cause the center lobe to narrow even further. This means
that the energy can be deflected into an even better defined direction than a
smaller plate would be able to do. This is why it is good to join smaller plates
if possible, to one large plate.
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Theoretical background
[Ref 4, 12]
The definition of RCS is based on the following assumptions
Suppose that a measurement is made according to the setup in the figure.

Figure 10: Bistatic setup of radar, transmitter, receiver and target

T (Target) is lit up by an electromagnetic monochromatic uniform plane wave
(a wave with consisting of one frequency, constant amplitude and phase in
every plane perpendicular towards the traveling direction of the wave
represented by the electric field.

iE has the power P i [W/m 2]. iE hits the target (T) and scatters as SE . The

scattered SE  is detected by the receiver, R A, at a great distance r from T. The

strength of the signal reaching R is the definition of the radar cross section, s.

The effect of the signal that is being detected by RA is, beside the receivers
characteristics, by the power PS at SE . If the scattering is isotropic then the

total scattered power will be uniformly distributed over a spherical surface
with the area 4pr2.

The RCS can be described with the following formula.

i

S

r P

P
r 24lim ps

•Æ
= (6)

Note that it is assumed that the distance r is great. iE is also assumed to be a

plane uniform distributed wave. s is also depending on the polarization, the
material, frequency etc.

s is often expressed as sdBsm. This is a logarithmic unit related to a certain
reference area   sref =1 m2 .
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)/(log10 10 refdBsm sss =    equals )(log10 10 ss =dBsm      (7)

Note that the unit sdBsm not is a regular area unit and that the target cross
section usually has little or nothing to do with the cross section of the target.

The setup shown in the figure is one of bistatic radar. This is rarely the case in
real life, since the transmitter and receiver most often are at the same location.
This setup is called monostatic radar. Treating the case of monostatic radar
the general interested is to that of the scatter returning to the transmitting unit.
This is called backscatter.
When looking at bistatic radar then the forward scatter is also of interest.

The power P is closely related to the electric and magnetic fields. s can
therefore be expressed by the amplitude of E or H as shown below.
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It is shown in most texts on electromagnetism theory that the radiated or
scattered fields in a source-free region can be expressed in terms of the total
field on the surface of a volume enclosing all the sources of the field. Thus
considering the closed surface of a finite scatterer designated S, the scattered
fields at some observation point P not on the surface S are given by (10) and
(11). The below stated equations are vector solutions to Maxwell’s equations
using a vector analog of Green’s theorem.
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These equations are sometimes called the Chu-Stratton also known
as”Kirchoff approximation”, Tangent plane equation and Huygens principle.
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Figure 11: Coordinates of the field point P, and points on the scatterer surface

The RCS for the same object can be very different depending on if the object
is placed in free space or in an actual surrounding. For instance the gain, or
actually the illumination function, is effected by the height of the transmitting
unit and the reflecting target. According to this the frequency and the range
will also play an important role effecting the gain.

Factors that will effect the RCS from an object

• Transmitter frequency
• Range to target
• Target height above the surface
• Transmitter height above the surface

The figures below are showing two hypothetical situations of a transmitting
station over water at different range and at different height. The transmitting
unit is transmitting at the same frequency and the target is at the same level.

The first figure is with the transmitting unit at high altitude and at greater
distance. The second figure is at a lower altitude and closer to the target.

Note that the axis of the gain and the target height is altered (due to
classification). The variance of the gain depends on the interference maxima
and minima. These occur due to four different ways for the waves to travel
on.

• Direct wave back and forth (red)
• Mirrored wave forth and straight back (blue)
• Straight wave forth and mirrored back (black)
• Mirrored wave both ways (green).
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Figure 12: The four different ways a signal can travel

Figure 13: Gain vs. target height at far distance and high transmitter altitude

Transmitting
radar station

Target
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Figure 14: Gain vs. target height at close range and low altitude

It is interesting to note that an inbound missile have a greater chance to lock
on to a target at a closer range since the missile is passing through several
areas with gain-maxima - on the other hand will each maxima be narrower in
height.
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The picture below shows the relation between a specific length on the target
corresponding to l/16 and the frequency (log-log axis).

At this specific smallest size (or surface roughness), on the target, the
definition is that at the -3 dB limit there are the same amplitude errors. This is
the same definition used in antenna theory. In antenna theory l/8 is used
instead of l/16 since the wave only travels in one direction while in the radar
case the wave has to travel back and forth making the phase errors add to
each other.
 At the surface “roughness” on the target corresponding to l/16 the radar will
experience a total reflection on the target – this is the same phenomena
experienced from a mirror using optical wavelengths.

Figure 15: 1/16:th wavelength vs. frequency

                 UHF            L         S         C       X   Ku   K   Ka
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Basic about Physical Optics (PO)
[Ref 4, 12]

Brief orientation of the different methods

There are several different methods available to perform calculations on RCS.
These can be divided into two of the most commonly used groups: one group
with exact methods, such as the MOM (Method of Moments), and one group
with high frequency methods.

The latter group includes solutions to Maxwell’s equations expressed with
differential equations, numerical solutions to the wave equation and
numerical solutions to Maxwell’s solutions on integral form.

In general the exact methods results in more accurate output though they
require a lot more CPU-time. It is in fact today virtually impossible to process
large objects, consisting of many subparts, with exact methods.

The high-frequency methods, such as geometrical optics (GO) and physical
optics (PO) is much handier to use if a fast calculation of the RCS is desired
or if the object of interest is very large. They do however have limitation in
their use as are presented below.

GO uses ray-tracing and is a classical technique commonly used in optics.
The method is exact on infinitely high frequencies and is only usable on
curved objects.

Speaking of high-frequency this is related to the wavelength of a
characteristic length of a characteristic smallest object on the target. Often
this is referred to as the variable ka.

l
p2

=k (14)

k =Wavenumber, l = Wavelength, a  = Characteristic length on the target.

The definition of high frequency :       ka<<1

The high-frequency methods can be divided into two different parts, the local
part that treats the diffusion of the inbound field at a certain point at the
target, and the global problem that treat the interaction and the combination of
the diffused field from different parts of the target, including multi bounce
reflection.

The local part of the problem is defined by each one of the high-frequency
methods. The global case is dependent of how the method is being
implemented. For instance it might be how the multiple reflections are treated
or how the targets surface is represented.
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PO and GO have been mentioned, but there are several other methods such as
Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) and Physical Theory of Diffraction
(PTD) just to mention a few. These latter methods are based on PO and GO
and are often a combination of different techniques.

PO in a deeper perspective

Figure 16: Coordinates of the field point P, and points on the scatterer surface in 
reduction of the Chu-Stratton equation

The assumptions necessary to simplify the Chu-Stratton integral equation are
listed below.

a) The application of the integral to a non-closed surface of
infinite portion of a closed surface;

b) Removal of the observation point (or receiving antenna) to a
distance far from the object in terms of wavelength and
scattering objects dimensions;

c) The tangent-plane approximation or representation of the
total field at the surface in terms of the incident field.

The assumption is made that that the total fields at the surface on the
“shadowed side” of the objects are zero. This means that at the line, marking
the shadow boundary (denoted _ in Figure 16), the fields at the surface drops
abruptly to zero when moving from the illuminated side to the shadowed side
(From S1 to S2 in the figure). This assumption is valid only when l0

(wavelength) is very small in comparison with the dimension of the object.
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For most scattering objects, this assumption implies that the field suffers a
discontinuity at the shadow boundary. The resulting Chu-Stratton integral
over S, for witch the integrand is now zero over S2, becomes an integral over
an open or finite surface, S1.

The presence of the edge discontinuity at _ violates one of the requirements
in the application of Green’s theorem, and the resulting field at the
observation point no longer satisfies Maxwell’s equations. The discontinuity,
however, can be properly taken into account. The resulting Chu-Stratton
integral over the open surface, S1, then becomes
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The equations can be simplified even further in the backscatter case. These
proofs can be studied in the reference literature and will not be mentioned
further.
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Different mechanisms contributing to the RCS

Diffraction

[Ref 12]
There are several different mechanisms contributing to the RCS, such as
diffraction. The diffraction can be divided into several sub pieces as edge-
diffraction corner or tip etc.
These different diffraction mechanisms are taken in consideration using the
GTD –method.

Diffraction mechanisms considered in GTD

• Edge (normal incidence)
• Edge (oblique incidence)
• Corner or tip
• Multiply diffracted
• Curvature
• Interface
• Caustic

Examples of different diffraction mechanisms displayed below

Figure 17: Edge normal incidence
Figure 18: Curvature (Creeping ray)

Figure 19: Tip

Unfortunately, when using PO, the diffraction (from edges etc.) will not be
taken in consideration, nor are multibounce effects taken in account. Only the
last bounce is used in the PO computations.

The use of PTD/GTD helps to improve the accuracy of the PO/GO
methods.
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Breif description of the PTD method
[Ref 4, 12]
It is inevitable having to mention a few things regarding PTD since the
OPTISCAT software has a PTD option. The method was developed to correct
for errors and flaws in the diffraction using PO and was extensively used
during the work of constructing the B-2 and the F-117 stealth airplanes.

Early version of PTD could only handle diffraction of perfectly electrical
conducting edges. Later versions have been upgraded with methods to
compensate for surface diffraction on curved smooth surfaces.

PTD is correcting for several weaknesses in the PO method. PO uses the
dicretization that the surface currents at shadow boundaries are varying
relatively smoothly with an abrupt end at the boundary. This is not actually
true since the surface currents can fluctuate greatly, especially in irregularities
such as edges. This variation in current is compensated for, by PTD, by using
a correction factor.

JTot=JPO+JCorr (14)

The sum including the correction factor, JCorr, is then put into the calculation
using the PO-integral instead of only using JPO.
This is not entirely true since no actual integration ever takes place. Instead
the PO contribution is calculated and then a diffraction coefficient (similar to
the GTD method) that matches the analytic solution for the scatter, towards a
straight edge, is calculated “backwards”. The contributions are then
summoned together.

In comparison with GTD the PTD method is more complicated but then again
it is more general than the previous. It is interesting to comment Figure 21
regarding the mentioned deep minima’s for the PO method. Looking at the
PTD results in the same figure they do not have these deep minima features
as the PO do.

To the advantages with PTD compared with GTD is that the scattered field
does not have singularities among caustics and along shadow- and reflection
boundaries. The backside, as for the GTD, is that the scatter is limited to the
Keller cone*.

* Keller cone: The incidence angel a towards an edge makes the scatter
form a cone with the top angle 2a.
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Why PO?
As discussed above there are several setbacks with the PO-method of
calculations. There is one major advantage though, it is fast!

+ -
Fast ka>>1

Possible to simulate larger objects
with complex geometry

Not very accurate far away from the
specula direction

Diffraction effects not taken in
account

Table 2: PO’s pros and cons

Figure 20: RCS response from a sphere calculated with different methods. The picture
is used with kind permission from Mr. Jan Fagerström at FOI

The RCS from a perfectly conducting sphere with the radius “a” calculated
with several different methods. The RCS are normalized with the sphere’s
cross section area pa2 and are there after plotted as a function of the sphere’s
circumference normalized with the wavelength, ka=2pa/l

It is especially, in this thesis, important to notice the yellow and red series
symbolizing the PO and the Mie series where the latter are considered to be
an exact solution.
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Figure 21: RCS response from a circular disc calculated with different methods. The
picture is used with kind permission from Mr. Jan Fagerstörm at FOI.

The figure above is showing the monostatic RCS for a metallic circular disc
at different incidence angles, q. The measurements are made with the
following dimensions on the disc, a=350 millimeters and the thickness 7
millimeters at the frequency 10.541 GHz.

It is important to notice the deep minima’s that is related to the PO-series.
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Method and material

The intelligence approach

First of all the material to this thesis has been gathered in a classical
intelligence approach called the intelligence cycle [Ref 1] (direct translation)
though this has been slightly modified to suit this thesis.

The Intelligence Cycle is set up by four simple steps as follows below. As
the name of the method indicates it is used in a cyclic way i.e. steps 1-2-3-4
and then all over again until the final goal is achieved.

The modification that has been done is that the fourth and final step has
only been used in the very last phase of the writing of the report itself.

1. Decide information of interest
2. Gather information through different sources
3. Work the information gathered in the earlier steps
4. Distribute the information to the selected intelligence group, in this

example the reader of this thesis.

The first step is perhaps the most important to spend time on, to define.
Though it is inevitable having to redefine the aims and goals, it may be that
they only have to be altered in small bits and pieces at a time.

Objects to perform tests on

In order to build a mathematical model of the deformation samples of
deformations has to be gathered. Different types of ships have been used
trying to establish and predict the deformation that plating will experience
after a “shake-down” in heavy seas.

The selection of objects to perform the measuring on has been done by
comparing the displacement, the speed at witch they operate, their field of
operation (i.e. Atlantic, Baltic etc.) and their age.
Vessels thought to have similar parameters as the NSC has been chosen to
perform the tests on.

Type of ships meeting the requirements

• Refrigerated vessels
• LNG vessels
• Fast catamarans such as the Stena HSS
• Fast ferries such as the HSC Gotland
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Method used to measure the deformations

A mathematical approach, using planes, was used during the gathering of
data. The basic principle was to use a laser to produce a thin plane, xy, above
the surface of interest. Reference points on the surface representing the
conjunction between longitudinal stiffeners and the web were used (only the
web is seen in the picture below).

Each panel would have four reference points. The reference points were used
to mathematically construct a reference plane, xy’, using the three point
formula creating the equation of the plane using the cross product between
R1R2 and R1R3 (see appendix: Matlab code).
The reason of this was to be able to avoid time-consuming alignment of the
laser. The assumption was made that the angular difference between the xy
and the xy’- planes was small, this made it easy to bring the xy plane down to
the xy’ plane.
The correction could be processed mathematically.

Figure 22: The laser setup
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Figure 23: The assumptions made that angles are small

Between the reference points the actual samples were measured in order to
describe the deformation.

Figure 24: The measuring points on a panel of plating (Note the coordinate system!)
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Dicretization

Test measurements on a Corvette of Gothenburg-class called for a
modification of the model. Since military crafts more often than civilian ones
experience damage due to rough exercises i.e. towing at sea, replenishing at
sea etc., the first study of the hull indicated that entire secondary structures
were deformed.

The structure of a ship will experience different types of deformations. They
can be divided in three different kinds of deformations.
The first is primary deformation where the whole structure deforms. The
secondary is i.e. between bulkheads and the last one is the tertiary where the
plating between the webs and stiffeners are deformed.

Figure 25: Primary, secondary and tertiary deformation [Ref 7]

The assumption made, was to keep the entire ship support structure
undeformed. Only the plating between the longitudinal stiffeners and the
webbing was allowed to be deformed, witch in Figure 25 corresponds to the
tertiary deformation.
The boundaries of each panel were made stiff and the angular rotation was set
to zero (which equals the derivates dz/dx and dz/dy on the boundary to be
zero).

The measuring device

The laser measuring device (see Figure 26-28) was built up by a line laser,
battery, box and some magnets.  The laser was a class 2 laser with an output
of 2,2 mW. It operated at a wavelength of 635 nm. On the bottom of the box
several very strong magnets were glued on to the box, using epoxy plastic.
The laser beam was spread at an angle of 110° building up the plane
mentioned above.

Figure 26: The laser plane
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A simple ruler was used to measure the laser beams distance from the plating
(see Figure 39). The accuracy of the method is estimated to be within the
millimeter region.

Estimating the error

Setting the rounding and measuring error to ±0.5 millimeters in total will
generate an error in the result. The magnitude of the output error can be
estimated using experimental error analysis.
The angles between the planes, xy and xy’ was said to be small. The worst
case will be to set this angle to 90°.
Having the reference points working with or against the measuring point’s z1
through z9 will generate an error of maximum ±1.0 millimeter.

Figure 27: Laser measuring device interior

Figure 28: Laser measuring device top lid
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Modeling the panels
[Ref 3, 11]

Two different methods trying to model a deformed panel were investigated.

1. Curv-fitting in x- and y-directions and then combining the two to
describe the plating.

2. Using a structural approach with differential equations trying to
describe the deformations.

The second method was teemed as preferable before the first because of the
behavior of the plating near the edges. This method was however not pursued.
Instead a Hermite and a Cubic spline interpolation were used to model the
buckling meeting the requirements of simulating the behavior of plating.

 

Figure 29: Interpolation using Cubic splines      Figure 30: Interpolation using Hermite

The behavior of the plating near the edges was met by the Hermite
interpolation by setting the derivates at the boundary to zero. This forced the
curve to behave stiffer near the edges.

The Hermite interpolation is sometimes regarded as a method similar to that
of Cubic splines, only simpler.

The Cubic splines method however seemed to behave a little bit more
conservative regarding the maximum deformations. The stiffness in the Cubic
splines made the choice between the two different methods easy – the Cubic
splines method was chosen before the Hermite interpolation.
The difference between the two methods can be seen in the two figures
above.

To be able to draw any conclusions of the relations between spacing between
stiffeners, plating thickness and E-modulus data has to be collected on a great
number of samples.

A methodical work has to be done holding everything constant and only
changing one variable at a time.
Unfortunately this has not been pursued in this thesis but is left open for
others to investigate.
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Statistical evaluation of the data

The deformed panels modeled by the Cubic splines interpolation were used to
build up the plating used in the computations. A random selection routine was
built up in Matlab and used to choose each of the modeled panels in a library
of deformed panels to make several panels build the plating-sample.
The random function used in the program was the “rand” function
corresponding to the normal distribution.

             Figure 31: Assembly of subpanels

An attempt was made to statistically evaluate the z5 data point (the data point
in the middle of each panel, see p. 41 (Figure 24)). Studying the deformed
panels modeled by the Cubic splines interpolation made it obvious that this
analysis would not yield helpful results.
The reason of this was that the plating sometimes experienced buckling of the
second, and sometimes the third, degree of buckling. This meant that, in the
case of second degree buckling, even though the panels were heavily
deformed that the z5 data point almost did not moved at all.

Finally the statistical approach suffers from a severe lack of enough samples
taken, making it useless to even try to establish any sort of relation. The
conclusions would be far too inexact to use in any further studies of the
matter.

It is somewhat difficult to predict the amount of samples that has to be
gathered to establish, with some degree of accuracy, the relations between i.e.
plating thickness, frame spacing etc. A guess would land upon perhaps 30 or
even up to 50 samples per millimeter difference in plating thickness (in a span
from 4 mm up to 14 mm). This would result in 500 samples and a different
method would have to be used in the sample gathering phase.
Then there are other relations to take into account, different materials and
different spacing of the webbing or the longitudinal stiffeners – everything of
course depending on the ambition.
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Modeling the test-object

The test object that is to be used in the computations with the RCS-software
is made up of panels with the dimensions as close as possible to

  5 x 5 meters
10 x 10 meters
20 x 20 meters

The reason why the exact dimensions can’t be met is obvious. The panels
used in the measurements are making the problem discrete, using the panel
dimensions in discrete steps.

The test is built up of one sample that is ideally flat, symbolizing the
composite case, this panel, witch is used to benchmark against the metal ones.
Each composite sample is made up of deformed panels in such a number that
it corresponds to the metal sample.

To be able to use the metal case in the RCS-software finite elements on the
geometry has to be applied. The type of element used is a number of nine
nodes Lagrange element [Ref 2]. The mesh refinement has to be tested to see
how much it improves the results.

The series are named:

G-series: M/S Gotland
P-series: M/S Visby
S-series: M/S Thjelvar

The reason for the cryptic naming of the series was due to prior classification
of the gathered data. The data was declassified later on, therefore the odd
naming procedure.

The measured panels, in the P and S series, have the dimensions 600 x 2400
millimeters. To correspond to the desired size of assembled panels, as closely
as possible, the panels were stacked in the following manners.

8 x 2  (number of panels in height x width) 4,8 x  4, 8 meters
16 x 4 -“- 9,6 x 9,6 meters
32 x 8 -“- 19,2 x 19,2 meters

The panels in the G-series have the dimension s 350 x 1500 millimeters. The
stacking resulted in the following assembled panels.

14 x 3 (number of panels in height x width) 4,9 x  4, 5 meters
28 x 6 -“- 9,8 x 9,0 meters
54 x 12 -“- 19,6 x 18 meters
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The FEM-elements used for the subpanels
[Ref 2]
The elements used are nine node Lagrange elements. These tend to better
model a curvature than, for instance, an eight node element would do.
The ninth node is placed in the middle and this node is the key node. This
node will generate, what is called a “bubble function” because it resembles a
bubble blown over a quadrilateral opening in a plate.
If the ninth node is placed at _=_=0 this will, most often, contribute to the
accuracy of the calculation.

Shape functions for the 9 nodes.
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If nodes 5-9 are omitted, the element is reduced to being bilinear.

There are backsides to using the nine node Lagrange element. They are less
sensitive than the eight node element to nonrectangularity, to curvature of
sides, and to placing side nodes away from midsides.
The shape functions are, in PO, mainly used to: one - calculate the panel area
and curvature radius, two – find a representative normal to the panel.
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The above statement has to, carefully, be taken in consideration while
refining the mesh. Placing one element per plating will poorly describe the
actual plating (see for instance the P-series picture in appendix), since it is
shown that the maximum deflection rarely is situated in the middle of the
plating.
Refining the mesh to check for the result to converge will perhaps cause
problems. Placing two nine-node elements side by side will exactly match
with the weakness of the element type; namely that of curvature of sides.
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Gathering of data

The objects

HSC Gotland

HSC Gotland is a high speed monohull craft that reaches speeds up to 35
knots. She is in service for Gotlandsbolaget AB and has been trafficking the
route Visby-Nynäshamn-Oskarshamn since 1999. The ship is being used
during six months each year the rest of the time is used to service and
maintenance.

The ship was, at the time, dry docked at Falkenberg Shipyard. A skylift was
used to perform the measurements. The measurements were made in the
midship region where the plating is supposed to be flat without any curvature
other than the starved horse pattern deformations.

Two particular frames in the midship region had experienced severe buckling,
of the plating, of the third mode. This is probably estimated to happen and has
most certainly been taken in consideration since extremely thin plating has
been used in the entire hull.
These kinds of effects are important to be aware of pursuing a very light and
fast ship – the RCS will be effected using this thin plating.

Specific data on the ship is found in the appendix.

HSS Carisma

The ship was built for Stena AB and is trafficking the route Gothenburg-
Fredrichshavn since 1997. At the time she was dry docked at a shipyard in
Gothenburg.

She is a high speed catamaran that reaches speeds up to 40 knots. The hull
material is aluminum.

The measurement on the ship was not performed due to several causes. First
of all the skylift that were supposed to be used were out of order at the time.
Secondly the measuring device was severely damaged due to a mishap (fell of
the side of the ship and hit the ground 30 meters down).

M/S Visby

The ferry is owned by Gotlandsbolaget AB and was put in service at the route
Nynäshamn -Visby just about a month before the measurements were made.
She cruises at a speed of 28.5 knots.
During the trial of the ship in China she experienced a shakedown in rough
weather. This meant that the ship had some deformations in the plating.
The measurement was made using a rope climbing and rappelling device.
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M/S Thjelvar

This ferry is a rather old ship (ex. Sally Star) built in 1982. The plating in the
side was surprisingly undeformed though the plating was relatively thin (8-
8.5 mm).
The same rope climbing and rappelling device as in the case with M/S Visby
was used.

Lessons learned

The technique with the line-laser was very simple and straightforward to use.
During sunny days, though, it was sometimes hard to even see the beam.
Therefore some of the measurements had to take place at night.
It is not recommended to use the rope climbing and rappelling device since it
is difficult to align oneself at the exact point not to mention that it is time
consuming. It is especially difficult and dangerous at night in heavy wind
conditions.
The best choice is to use a skylift which is being maneuvered from the basket.

The measuring equipment used could be refined. Scanning the surface with
some sort of Radar and/or Lidar is an option that ought to be examined
further in order to increase the resolution. If these types of devices were to be
used, the time used processing the data could be reduced.
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Description of the computations

Brief description of the OPTISCAT software

OPTISCAT is a Dos based program developed by Kockums in Sweden. The
software consists of different plug-in programs.
To view the model a program, OPTICAD, is used. In OPTICAD the
elements, normals, grid number etc. can be checked. Prior to viewing this, the
grid number and type of elements etc. has to be generated, in this case Matlab
was used to generate the grid and the definition of the Quad 9-elements.

Example of the grid and element input.

UNITS METERS
GRID     1        0.000        0.000        0.000 (Coordinates)
QUAD9  1    1  4  7  8  9  6  3  2  5  (Element type, Grid.no)

After checking the model in OPTICAD, the file is saved in Dat format and is
thereby ready to process in OPTISCAT which is the subprogram performing
the PO-calculations.

There are several different options to choose between in the OPTISCAT
menu. It is possible to use PTD, multibounce (and number of bounces),
number of RCS phase information to be saved just to mention a few.
Then there are several different materials to choose from. RAM can be added
and its physical properties can be adjusted..

In the computations the following adjustments were made.

PTD on, multibounce on, the number of bounces were set to three, and RCS
polarization information were set to be displayed.
The output from the computations was printed in a text file using the
following setup.

Fq Azimuth Elevation RCS H-
V

RCS H-
H

RCS V-
H

RCS V-
V

GHz Deg Deg dBsm dBsm dBsm dBsm

Table 3: Explanation of the output from OPTISCAT

The notations H and V mentioned in the table above together with RCS is the
polarization directions.
The most valuable results are, besides frequency and azimuth/elevation the
RCS H-H and RCS V-V since they are the most common values received
from an echo.
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The mesh

In order to prove that the result converges, the mesh was refined several
times. The panels were refined several times to achieve a mesh better and
better describing the panels mesh refinement. The different refinements were
named, in order with the coarse mesh first and the finest mesh last, Case 1 to
Case 5.
It might seem odd to refine the mesh in the way described below, but since
the panels had the height/width relations of about 1:4, it seemed natural to
achieve a rectangularity on the nine node Lagrange elements.

In theory the results are estimated to be more accurate, mostly because the
shadow and multibounce functions will have fewer tendencies to capsize the
calculations (which often is the case treating odd shaped surfaces).

Figure 33: Case 1

Figure 34: Case 2

Figure 35: Case 3

Figure 36: Case 4

Figure 37: Case 5
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To fit OPTISCAT, the numbering of the elements had to be done in the
following way

Figure 38: Numbering of the nine node Lagrange element in OPTISCAT

Case
Number of grids to
model each subpanel

Number of elements to
model each subpanel

1 9 1
2 15 2
3 27 4
4 45 8
5 81 16

Table 4: Number of grids and elements generated by each single panel of plating

The table above is only showing the number of grids and elements generated
by one panel. It is obvious that the large plating constructed of up to 54 times
12 subpanels required thousands of grids in the Case 5 option. This option
was therefore deleted from the further discussion since it occupied to much
CPU time related to its importance to the results.

1

3 4

692

5

78
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The computations

Prior to the computation runs, a plan of which parameters to keep fixed and
which ones to use as variables created four different sets of runs:

• Run 1: Variation of panel size (5x5 m, 10x10 m)
• Run 2: Mesh refining showing convergence
• Run 3: Changing frequency
• Run 4: Variation of azimuth and elevation at a fixed frequency

Run 1: Variation of panel size

The goal of this run was to investigate how the -3 dBsm and - 6 dBsm
lobewidth behaved. The ideally flat plate case was expected to display a
narrowing center lobe as the size of plating increased. Would this also be true
for the deformed panels?
The G-series were used as well as the composite case of the series. The
frequency was set to 10 GHz and the azimuth and elevation was changed
between +45 to -45 degrees respectively +20 and minus 20 degrees.

Run 2: Mesh refining showing convergence

The goal of this run was to investigate mesh refinement would make the
results converge. 10 x 10 meters panels were used at the frequency 10 GHz.
The mesh from Case 1 to Case 4 and the G-series was selected to perform the
computations on.

Run 3: Changing frequency

This series of runs were only made to show the effect of the frequency of the
– 3 dBsm and the - 6dBsm lobewidth. The 10 x 10 meters panel sizes were
used and all three series were used (S, G and P series).
The frequencies were altered from 5 to 15 GHz in steps of 5 GHz at a time.
The frequency span was chosen to meet the threat from S-band as well as
from Ku-band radars. These bands correspond to surface search radars and
SSM, as well as ASM, radars.

Run 4: Variation of azimuth and elevation at a fixed 
frequency

Here all three series were used (S, G and P series). The panel sizes were set to
10 x 10 meters and Case 4 were used. The azimuth was altered between -45
to 45 degrees in steps of one degree. The elevation was altered between -20 to
20 degrees in steps of one degree.
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Discussion

The measuring technique

The laser beam expands as the beam travels due to it’s built in aperture. This
results in a wider and sometimes blurry beam that is difficult to detect on the
ruler. This might have effected the measurements. In order to keep a
consistent rule of reading the laser marking the readings were made on the
closest point to the plating as shown in the picture below.

Figure 39: Definition of measuring technique

As can be seen, in the results, the outcome from the RCS calculations are
barely effected due to the relatively minor reading errors from the measuring
device.

Different type’s sandwich composites are not ideally flat

The assumption was made that the sandwich composite panels are ideally flat
in comparison to the metal panels. This is not true since they also will bend
due to varying load cases not to mention that they too are deformed in one
way or another perhaps induced by the manufacturing process.

The deformations inflicted on a sandwich panel, though, are most likely to
obtain its original appearance one the panel is unloaded – if not broken that is.
Still it can’t be taken for granted that a sandwich panel actually is ideally flat.

Plating

Expanding
laser-beam

Ruler

Measured
distance
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The need for volume in data samples in order to reach
statistical certainty

As earlier mentioned the statistical approach suffers heavily from lack of
enough data samples taken on interesting objects. It would be presumptuous
to even suggest that the results would meet any kind of statistical certainty.

Further investigations would have to be done to gather more data samples.
Just how many samples needed to ensure statistical certainty is dependent on
the ambition. To build up a library of empirical data and then try to predict a
deformation on a hull would probably take at least 50 samples of subpanels
on each different plating thickness and for each material (and different
grades). Then are the different panel sizes to be taken in consideration. The
number of samples needed builds up very quickly. It is possible to narrow
them down if it is feasible to indicate witch material to use (and type of
grade) and the minimum/maximum thickness required.

The modeling of the bucking using interpolation

Using the Cubic splines interpolation may not exactly describe the
deformations on the plating. The results have shown that an exact description
of the deformations isn’t effecting the outcome of the RCS calculation in any
magnitude worth mentioning.
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Results and conclusions

The deformed panels modeled

The two different methods

Using the Hermite-interpolation or the Cubic splines method are a matter of
discussion. The Cubic splines will better describe the behavior of the plating.

The method described here has several restrictions in its use. First of all the
samples taken have to be equidistant in x respectively y-coordinates.  If the
use of different spaced data point is preferred the Matlab code has to be
modified.
Second of all the dicretization that called for the assumption that the webbing
and longitudinal stiffening was ideally stiff isn’t necessarily good.

Unexpected behavior of the plating

Several panels were buckled outwards in a convex way rather than the
expected concave behavior. This behavior was peculiar and an explanation
can be that there were internal tanks causing the plating to bend in the convex
way. No sign of relation between panel height over water and these odd
phenomena could easily be seen.

Starved horse pattern not necessarily dependent on ships age

Studying the Visby-ferry, that had been in service for about one month at the
time for the measurement, indicated that the deformation of the plating could
depend on other factors than long-term exposure to heavy dynamic sea-
pressure.
Other factors such as load-case, heat developed during the welding etc. might
very well have contributed to the deformation of the panels.

To avoid the welding to cause deformations, on the structure, other methods
may be used. Laser and plasma welding or perhaps the use of explosives to
weld structures to each other may be interesting to discuss.

The laser welding, for instance, uses a localized heat spot to weld the
material together. This means less heat expansion in the surrounding plating
and therefore less risk of buckling of the panels.
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The RCS difference between ideally flat and deformed
panels

Behavior of the ideal plating

The ideal flat plating will behave as predicted. These are standard cases with
exact solutions to Maxwell’s equations available from literature. It is
important to mention that the larger the plating, with constant frequency that
is, the sharper and the more narrow the center lobe will be. This result is
expected to occur.

Behavior of the deformed panels

The deformed panels had, without mentioning specific values, lower RCS but
wider center lobe angel at 0 degrees elevation at the -3 dBsm and -6dBsm
levels. These were expected behaviors of the deformed panels. It might seem
odd that the RCS levels actually are lower in the deformed case than in the
ideal flat case. It is really not that odd as it seems. The flat cases will reflect
more energy back towards the transmitter, at 0 deg incidence. At other angles
of incidence the flat case will reflect back less energy though than the
deformed case that tends to scatter energy back in a wider lobe.
This wide scatter is the type of behavior that is unwanted trying to achieve a
LO design.

Results of run 1: Varying the panel size
The outcome from the test showed that the size 5x5 meters and the 10x10
meters panels were behaving as predicted considering the peak level RCS that
were higher in the 10x10 meter case. The center lobe angle however showed
an anomaly.
The center lobe angle was larger in the 10x10 meter case. This might have
been caused by the random selection of the panels resulting in the unusual
result.

Results of run 2: Mesh refining showing convergence

The result in this run showed convergence especially for the RCS peak
values. Worth to mention is that the center lobe angle values increased with
increasing mesh refinement. This proves that the deformed steel case resulted
in a high RCS peak value as well as an increased center lobe angle. If looking
at the relatively high/low elevations the RCS values increased with increasing
mesh refining. It is possible that the refinement better described the
deformations since the coarser mesh tended to behave as the composite case.
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Results of run 3: Changing frequency

Looking at the results of this run the conclusion was made that the composite
cases generated higher center lobe RCS peak values but that they had
narrower center lobe angles than the steel cases had. This was true for all but
one of the series that reached a break even point at a higher frequency.
The difference between the cases was generally higher in the low and high
frequency regions but less in the “mid” regions.

Results of run 4: Varying the azimuth and elevation at a 
fixed frequency

The center lobe angle showed, for all three series, that it  reached an abnormal
value at rather small degrees of elevation.
The difference in RCS between the composite case and the steel cases seemed
to occur at relatively small elevations. Further increasing the elevation
resulted in less RCS difference between the different cases accept in the
above mentioned region at relatively high/low elevations. These elevations
were so high/low that they were considered to not be of interest.
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Further investigations

Using explosives to simulate the dynamic pressure on plating

Figure 40: Setup to perform explosives test on

It would mean a lot to the result to the deformation-prediction tool if an
arrangement as the one shown in the picture above was used.
The picture is showing the test-piece (top of the picture) made up of plating
of uniform thickness, and several stiffening at different spacing between each
other.
Note that there has to be extra stiffening going around the perimeter

This test-piece, which consists of many samples, is mounted face down in
water. The back of the test-piece is backed up by a stiff and rigid backing-
plate.
An explosive charge is shaped, so that it is flat and at least of the size of the
test-piece (slightly larger in area). The charge is then placed on the bottom of
the tank or on the seabed. The bottom would have to be plane and parallel
with the test-piece.
To ensure the right distance between the charge and the test-piece guiding
rods would be applied.

Stiff
backingplate

Charge

Guidance
rod

  Samples

Test piece
seen from
above
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The charge is then set off to explode and the plating will be deformed just as
on a ship that have experienced heavy seas.
The charge is to be designed so that it roughly corresponds to i.e. Det Norske
Veritas (DNV) requirements on a side-plating.

The deformed samples can be measured, perhaps scanned, with laser or a
high frequency radar to achieve a sample database of different parameters.

There would have to be i.e. 12 different test-pieces. 4 with different thickness,
4 with different material and 4 with constant thickness and of the same
material, but tested with 4 different charges.
The above is valid if only one material is tested. Otherwise even more testing
is required.

Stand off measuring methods

Laser techniques to scan the deformations on hulls.
It is today not possible to accurately enough scan the deformations using
Laser. It would be very useful to be able to do this rapidly with a stand off
technique. A quick survey of the market both in the US and in Sweden
indicated that tolerances of COTS-equipment had as much as a centimeter as
its best tolerance. Better tolerance could be achieved, but the time spent
scanning will take up to half a day or so and still the tolerances weren’t that
spectacular.

Photometric methods to determine the deformation on hulls.
By rapidly passing the target to measured and by using a high speed camera
one can measure the deformation by studying the shades.

Microwave in combination between one or the other of the two methods
mentioned above.

Evaluation of the RCS after a repair of the composite structure

A composite surface is often assumed to be perfectly conducting if the fibers
are continuous and infinitely long. It would be of interest to study how a
repair of the composite surface is effecting the RCS in the discontinuity that
occurs between the repair and the undamaged surface.
How can the coupling between the fibers, used in the repair and the existing
fibers in the undamaged hull, be made better?
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Appendix

HSC GOTLAND

M/S VISBY

M/S THJELVAR

CLASSIFIED RESULTS

DEFORMED PANELS: P-SERIES

DEFORMED PANELS: G-SERIES

DEFORMED PANELS: S-SERIES

MATLAB SOURCE CODE
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HSC Gotland

Characteristics

Built at: Alstom Leroux Naval, 
Lorient in France 1999

Yard name of ship type: Corsaire 11500
LOA: 112,50  m
Lpp: 100,00 m
Beam: 15,70 m
_: 1750 t
T: 2,6 m /BL
D (Full cargo): 2,55 m
Vmax: 35 knots
H1/3: 3,1 m
Vertical acc at LCG: 0,5 g
Machinery: 4 Ruston RK 270, 28 320 

kW
Propulsion: 4 VSD
Stabilisation system: MDI, Fins and flaps
Class: LR +100A1, SSC Passenger (B), HSC LDC G3 

“Ice strengthened” +LMC, UMS.
Load capacity: 1010 lane meters equaling 8 busses and 108 cars.
Passenger capacity: 700

Measurements

The measurements were performed in the midship region. One measurement
was performed on the port side where 4 panels were measured. The main
measurement was performed on the starboard side of the ship.
At the time of measurement the ship was undergoing service and was docked
at a dry-dock in Falkenberg. This might have altered the panels deformations
compared to an in-sea-measurement.

Spacing between web: 1500 mm
Spacing between longitudinal stiffeners: 350 or 400 mm
Plating material: High tensile EH36 steel
Plating thickness: 4 mm above the side shell 

fender.5 mm below the side 
shell fender.

Yield strength of in excess of 355 MPa and a minimum tensile strength of
490 MPa. The EH steels are normalized.
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M/S Visby

Characteristics

Built at: GSI, Guangzhou 
Shipyard 
International CO, 
China

Yard name of ship type: RoPax 1600
LOA: 195,80  m
Lpp: 176,00 m
Beam: 25,00 m
_: 17533 TS
T: 6,55 m
D: 15,00 m
Vmax: 28,5 knots
H1/3: No data
Vertical acc at LCG: No data
Machinery: 4 x Wärtsilä 12V46C
Propulsion: CP-propeller
Stabilization system: MDI, Fins and flaps
Class: LR + 100 A1 passenger ship ice class 1A + LMC 

UMS IWS SCM, L1 PMS(CM)EP PCAC 2.2 IBS
Load capacity: 1800 lane meter equivalent to approximately 500cars
Passenger capacity: 1500

Measurements

The measurements were performed in the midship region. The measurement
took place in the region between the two life-boats at deck (At the second
arrow marker painted at the ship’s side “DESTINATION>>GOTLAND”)

Spacing between web: 2400 mm
Spacing between longitudinal stiffeners: Generally speaking

600/615/625mm
Plating material: Normal strength steel 

Grade A or higher steel AH36
Plating thickness: 8 or 10 mm above theside 

shell fender.11,5 mm below or 
slightly above the side fender.
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M/S Thjelvar (ex. Sally Star)

Characteristics

Built at: 1981 OY Wärtsilä AB, 
Helsingfors, Finland.

Yard name of ship type: Yard No 432
LOA: 137,40  m
Lpp: 129,80 m
Beam: 22,80 m
_: 1750 t
T: 4,95 m
D (Full cargo): No data
Vmax: 19,4 knots
H1/3: No data
Vertical acc at LCG: No data
Machinery: 4 Wärtsilä Diesel 12V32kW
Propulsion: Prop.
Stabilization system: No data
Class: DnV+1A1 Car Ferry A MCDK EO ICE-1A
Load capacity: 450 cars, 1.150 trailermeter
Passenger capacity: 1536

Measurements

The measurements were performed in the midship region on the port side of
the ship.

Spacing between web: 2400 mm
Spacing between longitudinal stiffeners: 600 mm
Plating material: Normal strength steel 

(NV-NS or equiv.), or 
NV-36

Plating thickness: 8.5 mm (NV-36), 8.0
,6.5 or 5.0 mm
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Classified results

Classified according to Swedish Law
SekrL 1980:100, 2§2.
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Deformed panels: P-series
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Deformed panels: G-series
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Deformed panels: S-series
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Appendix 3 Matlab source-code

%Program used to define the (xy)' plane
%Ref Calculus Howard Anton  John Wiley and sons, inc. Sixth edition pages
%803,
%Define the reference points R1, R2 and R3
%Then create the vectors R1R2 and R1R3
%The crossproduct between the vectors R1R2 and R1R3 generates the normal to the plane.
%The plane is then created by the Point-Normal form
%a and b is the spacing between longitudinal stiffeners and webbing
%Rz1..3 is the z coordinate at the three reference points
clear all;
a=input('Give the spacing in millimeters between the longitudinal stiffeners:       ');
b=input('Give the spacing in millimeters between the webbing:                       ');
Rz1=input('Give referencepoint one z-component in millimeter:                        ');
Rz2=input('Give referencepoint two z-component in millimeter:                        ');
Rz3=input('Give referencepoint three z-component in millimeter:                      ');
R1=[0 0 Rz1];
R2=[b 0 Rz2];
R3=[0 a Rz3];
%Creating the vectors R1R2 and R1R3
%Generating the crossproduct between R1R2 and R1R3 that equals the normal to the plane
normal=cross(R2-R1,R3-R1);
syms x y z
P=[x,y,z];
%Note: the dotproduct u*v=v*u
Planefunction=realdot(normal,P-R1)
%realdot(P-R1,normal)
Planefunction0=Planefunction;
zdep=solve(Planefunction0, z);
ezsurfc(zdep,[0,b,0,a],30);
axis([0 b 0 a]);
%hold on;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%P1z=input('give the z-
coordinate for point no 1      ');
%%Point one is brought down to the XY-plane
P1_noll=[b/4,a/4,0];                               %%The point for z=0
P1=[b/4,a/4,P1z];                                   %%The point for z=measured z-value
syms t x y z                                            %%Symbolic calculations with t x y z
Line1=P1_noll+t*(P1-P1_noll);            %%The line passing through P1_noll in the direction P1_noll to P1
Planefunction1=Planefunction              %%Substitution in order to keep Planefunctions value intact
Newfunction1=subs(Planefunction1,P,Line1);              %%Evaluate Planefunction at a point by substituting Line1
for P
t1_0=solve(Newfunction1);                   %%Solve the equation for Newfunction and name the solution t1_0
point1=subs(Line1,t,t1_0)                      %%The desired point where the plane equals the line
z1=P1z-point1(3)                                   %%The distance between the line from the zero-plane to the data point and 

            %%the line from the zero plane to the plane intersection point.
hold on;
ezplot3(Line1(1),Line1(2),Line1(3),[-b,b]);             %%Plotting the Line1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

And so on until reaching the last point P9
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
P9z=input('give the z-coordinate for point no 9      ');
%%Point no 9
P9_noll=[(b*3)/4,(a*3)/4,0];
P9=[(b*3)/4,(a*3)/4,P9z];
clear t
syms t
Line9=P9_noll+t*(P9-P9_noll);
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Planefunction9=Planefunction;
Newfunction9=subs(Planefunction9,P,Line9);
t9_0=solve(Newfunction9);
point9=subs(Line9,t,t9_0);
z9=P9z-point9(3);
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% Creating the topology matrix z from the data extracted from the
% measurements using Hermiteinterpolation
%The z-matrix has the boundaryconditions z=0 for x=0 and b respectively y=0
%and a
  clear, clf
  z=[0 0 0 0 0
     0 z1 z2 z3 0
     0 z4 z5 z6 0
     0 z7 z8 z9 0
     0 0 0 0 0];
 a=height; b=width;
  y=0:a/4:a; x=(0:b/4:b)';
  X0=x*ones(size(y)); Y0=ones(size(x))*y;
  stem3(X0,Y0,z), hold on
  Nt=10;
  for nr=1:3
    Zx=[];                      % Hermiteinterpolate each column in the z-matrix
    for j=1:5
      [xx,zxj]=ffusksplin(x,z(:,j),Nt,0,0); Zx=[Zx zxj];
    end
    M=length(xx);  Z=[];
                                % Hermiteinterpolate each row in the z-matrix
    for i=1:M
      [yy,zy]=ffusksplin(y',Zx(i,:)',Nt,0,0);
      Z=[Z; zy'];
    end, yy=yy';
    if nr==2
       X1=xx*ones(size(yy)); Y1=ones(size(xx))*yy; meshz(X1,Y1,Z),  end
    Nt=2*Nt;
  end
 % colormap jet
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function [X,Y]=ffusksplin(x,y,Nt,kstart,kslut);
% Fusksplines, ekvidistanta fallet
  n=length(x);  h=x(2)-x(1);  dy=diff(y);
  k=[kstart; (y(3:n)-y(1:n-2))/(2*h); kslut];
  g=h*k(1:n-1)-dy;  c=2*dy-h*(k(1:n-1)+k(2:n));
  X=x(1);  Y=y(1);  dt=1/Nt; t=(dt:dt:1)';
  for i=1:n-1
    xx=x(i)+t*h;  X=[X; xx];
    yy=y(i)+t*dy(i)+t.*(1-t)*g(i)+t.^2.*(1-t)*c(i);  Y=[Y; yy];
  end

% Creating the topology matrix z from the data extracted from the
% measurements using cubic splines
%The z-matrix has the boundaryconditions z=0 for x=0 and b respectively y=0
%and a
  clear, clf;
  load file
  z=[0 0 0 0 0
     0 z1 z2 z3 0
     0 z4 z5 z6 0
     0 z7 z8 z9 0
     0 0 0 0 0];
 %a=350; b=1500;
  y=0:a/4:a; x=(0:b/4:b)';
  X0=x*ones(size(y)); Y0=ones(size(x))*y;
  stem3(X0,Y0,z), hold on
  title('');
   %axis off
  view(225,50);
  Nt=30;
  for nr=1:3
    Zx=[];                      % Cubic spline interpolate each line in the z-matrix
    for j=1:5
      [xx,zxj]=fsplintegral(x,z(:,j),Nt); Zx=[Zx zxj];
    end
    M=length(xx);  Z=[];
    for i=1:M                   % Cubic spline interpolate each row in the z-matrix
      [yy,zy]=fsplintegral(y',Zx(i,:)',Nt);
      Z=[Z; zy'];
    end, yy=yy';
    if nr==2
       X1=xx*ones(size(yy)); Y1=ones(size(xx))*yy; meshz(X1,Y1,Z); axis tight; zlim,  end
    Nt=2*Nt;
  end
  save filename
% colormap je8

function [X,Y,I]=fsplintegral(x,y,nt)
% Naturliga ekvidistanta kubiska splines med integralberäkning
  n=length(x);  h=x(2)-x(1); dy=diff(y);
  dia=[2; 4*ones(n-2,1); 2];  sup=ones(n-1,1); sub=sup;
  b=3/h*[dy(1); dy(2:n-1)+dy(1:n-2); dy(n-1)];
  k=tridia(dia,sup,sub,b);
  g=h*k(1:n-1)-dy;  c=2*dy-h*(k(1:n-1)+k(2:n));
  integralstycken=h*((y(1:n-1)+y(2:n))/2+h*(k(1:n-1)-k(2:n))/12);
  I=sum(integralstycken);
  X=x(1);  Y=y(1);
  dt=1/nt; t=(dt:dt:1)';
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  for i=1:n-1
    xx=x(i)+t*h;  X=[X; xx];
    yy=y(i)+t*dy(i)+t.*(1-t)*g(i)+t.^2.*(1-t)*c(i);  Y=[Y; yy];
  end

function x = tridia(d,p,q,b)
% Beräknar lösningsvektorn x till tridiagonalt system
% med diagonal d, superdiagonal p, subdiagonal q och högerled b
    n=length(b);  r=d; g=b; x=b;
    for i=2:n
      j=i-1; m=q(j)/r(j); r(i)=d(i)-m*p(j); g(i)=b(i)-m*g(j);
    end
    x(n)=g(n)/r(n);
    for i=n-1:-1:1, x(i)=(g(i)-p(i)*x(i+1))/r(i); end

%Program made to generate the grid and the mesh. Uses Quad 9 elements.
clear all
x0=0; y0=0; z0=0; N=0;  M=0;
width = input(' Select how many panels wide:');
height = input(' Select how many panels high:');
no_panels=width*height;
P=input(' Number the *.mat files 1..M! Type the number of different panels M: ');    %Return one value at a time
for i=1:height; %For-loop shifting panels in height
x0=0; %Setting x0=0 when changing row
for j=1:width; %For-loop changing panels in width
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
S=randint(P);                           %Generates a random integer. The integer is put into the function  

%randsurfP, G or S that selects a random panel
[Z, X1, Y1, Nt, a, b] = randsurfG(S);  %Loading random file from selected series
%Series that are available are
%randsurfG P=13     Panel dimension 350 times 1500 mm
%randsurf2G P=2                     400 times 1500 mm
%randsurf1P P=2                    625 times  2400 mm
%randsurf2P P=5                     615 times 2400 mm
%randsurf3P P=3                     600 times 2400 mm
%randsurfS P=6                     600 times 2400 mm
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Convert to meter%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
a=a/1000; b=b/1000; Z=Z/1000;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Griddata%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Row 1
grid((N+1),:)   =  [z0              x0            -y0         ] ;
grid((N+2),:)   =  [z0              x0+(b/16)       -y0         ] ;
grid((N+3),:)   =  [z0              x0+2*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
grid((N+4),:)   =  [z0              x0+3*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+5),:)   =  [z0              x0+4*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+6),:)   =  [z0              x0+5*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+7),:)   =  [z0              x0+6*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+8),:)   =  [z0              x0+7*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+9),:)   =  [z0              x0+8*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+10),:)  = [z0              x0+9*(b/16)     -y0         ] ;
grid((N+11),:)  = [z0              x0+10*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
grid((N+12),:)  = [z0              x0+11*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
grid((N+13),:)  = [z0              x0+12*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
grid((N+14),:)  = [z0              x0+13*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
grid((N+15),:)  = [z0              x0+14*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
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grid((N+16),:)  = [z0              x0+15*(b/16)    -y0         ] ;
grid((N+17),:)  = [z0              x0+b           -y0         ] ;

%Row 2
grid((N+18),:)   =  [z0                     x0 -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+19),:)   =  [-Z((Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)      x0+(b/16)      -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+20),:)   =  [-Z(2*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+2*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+21),:)   =  [-Z(3*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+3*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2))  ];
grid((N+22),:)   =  [-Z(4*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+4*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2))  ];
grid((N+23),:)   =  [-Z(5*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+5*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2))  ];
grid((N+24),:)   =  [-Z(6*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+6*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+25),:)   =  [-Z(7*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+7*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+26),:)   =  [-Z(8*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+8*(b/16)   -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+27),:)  =   [-Z(9*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)    x0+9*(b/16)    -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+28),:)  =   [-Z(10*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+10*(b/16)  -(y0+(a/2))  ];
grid((N+29),:)  =   [-Z(11*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+11*(b/16)  -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+30),:)  =   [-Z(12*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+12*(b/16)   -(y0+(a/2))  ];
grid((N+31),:)  =   [-Z(13*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+13*(b/16)   -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+32),:)  =   [-Z(14*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+14*(b/16)   -(y0+(a/2))  ];
grid((N+33),:)  =   [-Z(15*(Nt/8)+1,Nt+1)   x0+15*(b/16)   -(y0+(a/2)) ];
grid((N+34),:)  =   [z0                     x0+b          -(y0+(a/2))  ];

%Row 3
grid((N+35),:)   =  [z0                     x0            -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+36),:)   =  [z0                     x0+(b/16)     -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+37),:)   =  [z0                     x0+2*(b/16)    -(y0+a)      ] ;
grid((N+38),:)   =  [z0                     x0+3*(b/16)    -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+39),:)   =  [z0                     x0+4*(b/16)    -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+40),:)   =  [z0                     x0+5*(b/16)    -(y0+a)      ] ;
grid((N+41),:)   =  [z0                     x0+6*(b/16)    -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+42),:)   =  [z0                     x0+7*(b/16)   -(y0+a)      ] ;
grid((N+43),:)   =  [z0                     x0+8*(b/16)    -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+44),:)   =  [z0                     x0+9*(b/16)    -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+45),:)  =   [z0                     x0+10*(b/16)  -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+46),:)  =   [z0                     x0+11*(b/16)   -(y0+a)      ] ;
grid((N+47),:)  =   [z0                     x0+12*(b/16)  -(y0+a)      ] ;
grid((N+48),:)  =   [z0                     x0+13*(b/16)  -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+49),:)  =   [z0                     x0+14*(b/16)  -(y0+a)      ] ;
grid((N+50),:)  =   [z0                     x0+15*(b/16)  -(y0+a) ] ;
grid((N+51),:)  =   [z0                     x0+b           -(y0+a) ] ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Generating quad9-element%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
quad9 (M+1,:)               =   [N+1 N+18 N+35 N+36 N+37 N+20 N+3 N+2 N+19]  ;
quad9 (M+1+no_panels,:)     =   [N+3 N+20 N+37 N+38 N+39 N+22 N+5 N+4 N+21]   ;
quad9 (M+1+2*no_panels,:)  =   [N+5 N+22 N+39 N+40 N+41 N+24 N+7 N+6 N+23] ;
quad9 (M+1+3*no_panels,:) =   [N+7 N+24 N+41 N+42 N+43 N+26 N+9 N+8 N+25] ;
quad9 (M+1+4*no_panels,:)  =   [N+9 N+26 N+43 N+44 N+45 N+28 N+11 N+10 N+27] ;
quad9 (M+1+5*no_panels,:)  =   [N+11 N+28 N+45 N+46 N+47 N+30 N+13 N+12 N+29] ;
quad9 (M+1+6*no_panels,:)  =   [N+13 N+30 N+47 N+48 N+49 N+32 N+15 N+14 N+31] ;
quad9 (M+1+7*no_panels,:)   =   [N+15 N+32 N+49 N+50 N+51 N+34 N+17 N+16 N+33] ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
N=N+51       ;
M=M+1  ;

disp('**************Calculation step finished***************')

x0=x0+b ; %Linefeed to new row
y0       ;       %Control that the right y0 value is in use
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end
y0=y0+a ; %Rowfeed to new row of panels
end
disp('The last run will expose the wrong x0,y0 and N values (namely the ones in the lower left corner)')
%end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Numbering the grid
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%add_grid_no = size(grid_in,2);
%add_guad9_no = size(quad9_in,2);
%add_guad_no = size(quad_in,2);
%%%%%%%%
%quad9=quad9+add_grid_no;
%quad=quad+add_grid_no;

j=size(grid,1)  ;
no=1:1:j     ;
no=no'          ;
grid=[no grid]  ;
grid=grid'      ;

j=size(quad9,1) ;
no=1:1:j     ;
no=no'          ;
quad9=[no quad9];
quad9=quad9'    ;

%j=size(quad,1);
%no=add_quad_no+1:1:add_quad_no+j
%no=no';
%quad=[no quad];
%quad=quad';

%Adderar ihop grid, quad9 och quad
%grid=[grid_in grid];
%quad9=[quad9_in quad9];
%quad=[quad_in quad];
fid=fopen('mesh/P/case4/steel/Case4_32x8.txt','w');

fprintf(fid,'UNITS METERS\n');
fprintf(fid,'GRID %5.0f %12.3f %12.3f %12.3f\n',grid);
%fprintf(fid,'TRIA  %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f\n',tria);
fprintf(fid,'QUAD9  %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f %5.0f\n',quad9);

fclose(fid);


